Marginal Representation Learning With Graph Structure Self-Adaptation.
Learning discriminative feature representations has shown remarkable importance due to its promising performance for machine learning problems. This paper presents a discriminative data representation learning framework by employing a simple yet powerful marginal regression function with probabilistic graphical structure adaptation. A marginally structured representation learning (MSRL) method is proposed by seamlessly incorporating distinguishable regression targets analysis, graph structure adaptation, and robust linear structural learning into a joint framework. Specifically, MSRL learns marginal regression targets from data rather than exploiting the conventional zero-one matrix that greatly hinders the freedom of regression fitness and degrades the performance of regression results. Meanwhile, an optimized graph regularization term with self-improving adaptation is constructed based on probabilistic connection knowledge to improve the compactness of the learned representation. Additionally, the regression targets are further predicted by utilizing the explanatory factors from the latent subspace of data, which can uncover the underlying feature correlations to enhance the reliability. The resulting optimization problem can be elegantly solved by an efficient iterative algorithm. Finally, the proposed method is evaluated by eight diverse but related tasks, including object, face, texture, and scene, categorization data sets. The encouraging experimental results and the explicit theoretical analysis demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed representation learning method in comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms.